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Abstract. The Intrusion detection system deals with huge amount of data which
contains irrelevant and redundant features causing slow training and testing
process, higher resource consumption as well as poor detection rate. Feature
selection, therefore, is an important issue in intrusion detection. In this paper we
introduce concepts and algorithms of feature selection, survey existing feature
selection algorithms in intrusion detection systems, group and compare
different algorithms in three broad categories: filter, wrapper, and hybrid. We
conclude the survey by identifying trends and challenges of feature selection
research and development in intrusion detection system.
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1 Motivation and Introduction
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) plays vital role of detecting various kinds of
attacks. The main purpose of IDS is to find out intrusions among normal audit data
and this can be considered as classification problem. One of the main problems with
IDSs is the overhead, which can become prohibitively high. As network speed
becomes faster, there is an emerging need for security analysis techniques that will
be able to keep up with the increased network throughput [1]. Therefore, IDS itself
should be lightweight while guaranteeing high detection rates. Several literatures
have tried to solve that by figuring out important intrusion features through feature
selection algorithms. Feature selection is one of the important and frequently
used techniques in data preprocessing for IDS [2], [3]. It reduces the number of
features, removes irrelevant, redundant, or noisy data, and brings the immediate
effects for IDS.
In terms of feature selection, several researches have proposed identifying
important intrusion features through wrapper filter and hybrid approaches. Wrapper
method exploits a machine learning algorithm to evaluate the goodness of features or
feature set. Filter method does not use any machine learning algorithm to filter out the
irrelevant and redundant features rather it utilizes the underlying characteristics of the
training data to evaluate the relevance of the features or feature set by some
independent measures such as distance measure, correlation measures, consistency
measures [4], [5]. Hybrid method combines wrapper and filter approach. Even though
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a number of feature selection techniques have been utilized in the fields of web and
text mining, and speech recognition, however, there are very few analogous studies in
intrusion detection field.

2 General Procedure of Feature Selection
In this section, we explain in detail the four key steps as shown in Fig. 1[36].

Fig. 1. Four key steps of feature selection

2.1 Subset Generation
Subset generation is essentially a process of heuristic search, with each state in the
search space specifying a candidate subset for evaluation. The nature of this process is
determined by two basic issues. First, one must decide the search starting point (or
points) which in turn influences the search direction. Search may start with an empty
set and successively add features (i.e., forward), or start with a full set and
successively remove features (i.e., backward), or start with both ends and add and
remove features simultaneously (i.e., bidirectional). Search may also start with a
randomly selected subset in order to avoid being trapped into local optima [6].
Second, one must decide a search strategy. For a data set with N features, there exist
2N candidate subsets. This search space is exponentially prohibitive for exhaustive
search with even a moderate N. Therefore, different strategies have been explored:
complete [7], sequential [8], and random [6] search.
2.2 Subset Evaluation
Each newly generated subset needs to be evaluated by an evaluation criterion. An
evaluation criterion can be broadly categorized into two groups based on their
dependency on learning algorithms that will finally be applied on the selected feature
subset. The one is independent criteria, the other is dependent criteria.
Some popular independent criteria are distance measures, information measures,
dependency measures, and consistency measures [8], [9], [10], [11]. An independent
criterion is used in algorithms of the filter model. A dependent criterion used in the
wrapper model requires a predetermined learning algorithm in feature selection and
uses the performance of the learning algorithm applied on the selected subset to
determine which features are selected.
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2.3 Stopping Criteria
A stopping criterion determines when the feature selection process should stop. Some
frequently used stopping criteria are as follows:
• The search completes.
• Some given bound is reached, where a bound can be a specified number (minimum
number of features or maximum number of iterations).
• Subsequent addition (or deletion) of any feature does not produce a better subset.
• A sufficiently good subset is selected.
2.4 Result Validation
A straightforward way for result validation is to directly measure the result using prior
knowledge about the data. In real-world applications, however, we usually do not
have such prior knowledge. Hence, we have to rely on some indirect methods by
monitoring the change of mining performance with the change of features. For
example, if we use classification error rate as a performance indicator for a learning
task, for a selected feature subset, we can simply conduct the “before-and-after”
experiment to compare the error rate of the classifier learned on the full set of features
and that learned on the selected subset [8], [12].

3 Taxonomy of Feature Selection Algorithms
In general, wrapper and filter method have been proposed for feature selection.
Wrapper method adopts classification algorithms and performs cross validation to
identify important features. Filter method utilizes correlation based approach.
Wrapper method demands heavy computational resource for training and cross
validation while filter method lacks the capability of minimization of generalization
error. In order to improve these problems, several studies have proposed hybrid
approaches which combine wrapper and filter approach. In this section, we explain in
detail the three key models with some famous feature selection algorithms. In order to
compare the differences among these algorithms, we performed all experiments on
KDD1999 [24] dataset through open source project WEKA [16]. We experimented in
a Windows machine having configurations AMD Opteron 64-bit processor 1.60GHz,
2.00GB RAM, and the operation system platform is Microsoft Windows XP
Professional (SP2). We have sampled 10 different datasets, each having 12350
instances, from the corpus by uniform random distribution so that the distribution of
the dataset should remain unchanged. Each instance of dataset consists of 41 features.
We have carried out 10 experiments on different datasets having full features and
selected features and have applied 10 fold cross validation to achieve low generation
error and to determine the intrusion detection rate.
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3.1 Filter Algorithm
Algorithms within the filter model are illustrated through a generalized filter
algorithm [35] (shown in Table 1). For a given data set D, the algorithm starts the
search from a given subset S0. Each generated subset S is evaluated by an independent
measure M and compared with the previous best one. The search iterates until a
predefined stopping criterion δ is reached. The algorithm outputs the last current
best subset Sbest as the final result. Since the filter model applies independent
evaluation criteria without involving any learning algorithm, it does not inherit any
bias of a learning algorithm and it is also computationally efficient.
Table 1. A Generalized Filter Algorithm

Correlation-Based Feature Selection
Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) is a filter method. Among given features, it
finds out an optimal subset which is best relevant to a class having no redundant
feature. It evaluates merit of the feature subset on the basis of hypothesis--"Good
feature subsets contain features highly correlated with the class, yet uncorrelated to
each other [13]". This hypothesis gives rise to two definitions. One is feature class
correlation and another is feature-feature correlation. Feature-class correlation
indicates how much a feature is correlated to a specific class while feature-feature
correlation is the correlation between two features. Equation 1, also known as
Pearson’s correlation, gives the merit of a feature subset consisting of k number of
features.
Merit s =

k r cf
k + k (r − 1)r ff

(1)

Here, r cf is average feature-class correlation, and r ff is average feature-feature
correlation. For discrete class problem, CFS first dicretizes numeric features using
technique Fayyad and Irani [14] and then use symmetrical uncertainty (a modified
information gain measure) to estimate the degree of association between discrete
features [15].
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(2)

In equation 2, H(X) and H(Y) represent entropy of feature X and Y. Symmetrical
uncertainty is used because it is a symmetric measure and can therefore be used to
measure feature-feature correlation where there is no notion of one attribute being
“class” as such[13]. For continuous class data, the correlation between attribute is
standard linear correlation. This is straightforward when the two attributes involved
are both continuous.
Linear Correlation, rxy = [

∑ xy

ησ x σ y

]

(3)

In equation 3, X and Y are two continuous feature variables expressed in terms of
deviations.
Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a probability analyzing method which
analyzes the relationships among multivariable, seeks the principal components
denoted as a linear combination, and explains the entire changes with several
components. The purpose is to make the effective explanations through dimension
reduction using linear equations. Although p components are required to reproduce
the total system variability, often much of this variability can be accounted for by a
small number, k, of the principal components. If so, there is almost as much
information in the k components as there is in the original p variables. The k principal
components can then replace the initial p variables, and the original data set,
consisting of n measurements on p variables, is reduced to one consisting of n
measurements on k principal components. [19]. The most common definition of PCA,
due to Hotelling (1933) [20], is that, for a set of observed vectors {vi}; i∈ {1,…,N},
the q principal axes {wj}; j ∈{1,…,q}are those orthonormal axes onto which the
retained variance under projection is maximal. It can be shown that the vectors wj are
given by the q dominent eigenvectors (i.e. those with largest associated eigenvalues)
T

(v − v)(vi − v)
of the covariance matrix C = ∑i i
such that Cw j = λi w j , where v is the
N

simple mean. The vector u i = wT (vi − v) , where W= (w1,w2,…,wq), is thus a qdimensional reduced representation of the observed vector vi.
Experiments and Results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of CFS and PCA, experiments were performed
using ten datasets from the KDD 1999 data [24]. Seven important features were
selected by CFS, and then applied to the SVM algorithm. As a feature selection
algorithm, PCA extracted eight important features and applied them to the C4.5 [21]
algorithm. The performances between these two classifiers are depicted in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. Fig. 2 shows the true positive rate generated by four classifiers across the folds
for each dataset. For all features, it is obvious that the true positive rate of SVM is
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much higher than that of C4.5, but for selected features they are nearly equal. In Fig.
3, we can find out that the C4.5 classifier has a lower false positive rate than that of
SVM with selected features. Building and testing time of the models are depicted in
Table2. Through Table 2, we can see that C4.5 has a fast building speed and testing
speed. Compared with the C4.5, the SVM is slower. In Table2 and here after, SVM
with all features, SVM with features selected by CFS, C4.5 with all features and C4.5
with features selected by PCA are abbreviated as S, SC, C4.5 and C4.5P respectively.

Fig. 2. True positive rate vs. Dataset index

Fig. 3. False positive rate vs. Dataset index
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Table 2. Building and Testing time among the four classifiers on the ten datasets
Classifier
S
SC

Building
Time(Sec)

C4.5

Testing
Time(Sec)

C4.5P
S
SC
C4.5
C4.5P

1
119
52
2.5
0.9
53
24
0.06
0.03

2
120
51
3.3
1.0
54
23
0.06
0.03

3
122
53
2.5
1.0
55
24
0.05
0.04

4
125
52
2.4
0.9
54
24
0.06
0.04

5
122
52
3.1
1.1
53
23
0.06
0.04

6
122
52
2.3
0.9
54
23
0.05
0.03

7
123
52
2.7
1.2
53
24
0.05
0.03

8
125
53
2.7
0.9
54
24
0.06
0.03

9
121
52
2.4
0.9
53
23
0.06
0.04

10
124
51
2.5
1.0
53
23
0.05
0.04

3.2 Wrapper Algorithm
A generalized wrapper algorithm [35](shown in Table 3) is very similar to the
generalized filter algorithm except that it utilizes a predefined mining algorithm A
instead of an independent measure M for subset evaluation. Since mining algorithms
are used to control the selection of feature subsets, the wrapper model tends to give
superior performance as feature subsets found are better suited to the predetermined
mining algorithm. Consequently, it is also more computationally expensive than the
filter model.
Table 3. A Generalized Wrapper Algorithm

Support Vector Machine
Support vector machines, or SVMs, are learning machines that plot the training
vectors in high dimensional feature space, labeling each vector by its class. SVMs
classify data by determining a set of support vectors, which are members of the set of
training inputs that outline a hyper plane in the feature space [22]. SVMs provide a
generic mechanism to fit the surface of the hyper plane to the data through the use of
a kernel function. The user may provide a function (e.g., linear, polynomial, or
sigmoid) to the SVMs during the training process, which selects support vectors along
the surface of this function. The number of free parameters used in the SVMs depends
on the margin that separates the data points but not on the number of input features,
thus SVMs do not require a reduction in the number of features in order to avoid over
fitting--an apparent advantage in applications such as intrusion detection. Another
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primary advantage of SVMs is the low expected probability of generalization errors.
There are other reasons that SVMs are used for intrusion detection. The first is speed:
as real-time performance is of primary importance to intrusion detection systems, any
classifier that can potentially run “fast” is worth considering. The second reason is
scalability: SVMs are relatively insensitive to the number of data points and the
classification complexity does not depend on the dimensionality of the feature space
[23], so they can potentially learn a larger set of patterns and thus be able to scale
better than neural networks. Once the data is classified into two classes, a suitable
optimizing algorithm can be used if necessary for further feature identification,
depending on the application [12].
Fusions of GA and SVM
The overall structure and main components of proposed method are depicted in Fig.
4[32]. GA builds new chromosomes and searches the optimal detection model based
on the fitness values obtained from the result of SVM classification. A chromosome is
decoded into a set of features and parameters for a kernel function to be used by SVM
classifier. The SVM is used to estimate the performance of a detection model
represented by a chromosome. In order to prevent over fitting problems, n-way crossvalidation is used and the detection rates acquired as the results of n tests are averaged
so as to obtain a fitness value.

Fig. 4. Overall Structure of Proposed Method

Experiments and Results
Experiments were performed on KDD 1999 dataset [24]. After selecting the important
features by using SVM classifier through 5-fold cross validation, we then built the
SVM classifier based on those important features. In order to compare the
performances between the filter algorithm and the wrapper algorithm, we developed
some experiments and summarized the results of them in Fig.5, Fig.6 and Table4. In
Fig.5 and Fig.6, we showed the differences of true positive rates and false positive
rates among the SVM classifiers which are based on all features or important features
selected by CFS or SVM. For features selected by SVM, though the detection rate is
lower than that of having features selected by CFS, the decrement is very small, in
other words, around 0. 3% in average (see Fig. 5). But the significant performance is
achieved in the reduction of false positive rate (see Fig. 6). Table4 shows that for
features selected by SVM, the building and testing time of the model are smaller than
that of features selected by CFS. In Table4, SVM with features selected by SVM is
abbreviated as SS.
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Fig. 5. True positive rate vs. dataset index

Fig. 6. False positive rate vs. dataset index
Table 4. Building and Testing time among the three classifiers on the ten datasets
Classifier
Building
Time(Sec)
Testing
Time(Sec)

S
SC
SS
S
SC
SS

1
119
52
30.1
53
24
16

2
120
51
31.5
54
23
16

3
122
53
31.2
55
24
16

4
125
52
31.3
54
24
17

5
122
52
31.2
53
23
17

6
122
52
30.1
54
23
17

7
123
52
38.1
53
24
17

8
125
53
30.3
54
24
17

9
121
52
30.0
53
23
17

10
124
51
31.8
53
23
17
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3.3 Hybrid Algorithm
A typical hybrid algorithm [35] (shown in Table 5) makes use of both an independent
measure and a learning algorithm to evaluate feature subsets: It uses the independent
measure to decide the best subsets for a given cardinality and uses the learning
algorithm to select the final best subset among the best subsets across different
cardinalities. The quality of results from a learning algorithm provides a natural
stopping criterion in the hybrid model.
Table 5. A Generalized Hybrid Algorithm

Correlation-Based Hybrid Feature Selection
Correlation-based Hybrid Feature Selection (CBHFS) is a crafted combination of CFS
and Support Vector Machines (SVM). It adopt SVM which have been shown a good
performance pattern recognition as well as intrusion detection problems [25], [26],
[27]. CBHFS is depicted in Fig.7 [36]. As stated earlier, GA is used to generate
subsets of features from given feature set. CBHFS takes full feature set as input and
returns the optimal subset of feature after being evaluated by CFS and SVM. Each
chromosome represents a feature vector. The length of the chromosome is 41 genes
where each gene (bit) may have values 1 or 0 which indicates whether corresponding
feature is included or not in the feature vector respectively. Like every stochastic
algorithm, the initial population of chromosomes is generated randomly. Merit of
each chromosome is calculated by CFS. The chromosome having highest Merit,
γ best represents the best feature subset, Sbest in population. This subset is then
evaluated by SVM classification algorithm and the value is stored in θ best which
represents metric of evaluation. Here we have chosen intrusion detection rates as a
metric although a complex criterion such as a combination of detection rate and false
positive rate or a rule based criterion like [28] could be used.
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Then genetic operations, selection, crossover and mutation, are performed and a
new population of chromosomes is generated. In each generation, best chromosome
or feature subset is compared by previous best subset, S best . If newer subset is better
than previous one, it is assigned as the best subset. This subset is then evaluated by
SVM. If new detection rate is higher than previous one, this value is to θ best and
algorithm goes forward. Otherwise the S best is returned as the optimal subset of
features. The algorithm stops if better subset is not found in next generation or when
maximum number of generation is reached.

Fig. 7. Flow chart of Correlation-Based Hybrid Feature Selection Algorithm

Random Forest
The overall flow of Random Forest (RF) is depicted in Fig. 8[29]. The network audit
data is consisting of training set and testing set. Training set is separated into learning
set, validation set. Testing set has additional attacks which are not included in training
set. In general, even if RF is robust against over-fitting problem [30], n-fold cross
validation method was used to minimize generalization errors [31]. Learning set is
used to train classifiers based on RF and figure out importance of each feature of
network audit data. These classifiers can be considered as detection models in IDS.
Validation set is used to compute classification rates by means of estimating OOB
errors in RF, which are detection rates in IDS. Feature importance ranking is
performed according to the result of feature importance values in previous step. The
irrelevant features are eliminated and only important features are survived. In next
phase, only the important features are used to build detection models and evaluated by
testing set in terms of detection rates. If the detection rates satisfy design requirement,
the overall procedure is over; otherwise, it iterates the procedures.
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Fig. 8. Overall flow of proposed approach

Experiments and Results
Experiment results are depicted in Fig.9, Fig.10 and Table6. RF has two parameters;
the number of variables in the random subset at each node (mtry) and the number of
trees in the forest (ntree). As the result of experiments, two optimized parameter
values were set; mtry = 6, ntree = 130. For features selected by confusion of CFS and
SVM, the true positive rate is nearly equal to that of the features selected by CFS (see
Fig.9), but it has a lower false positive rate (see Fig.10). RF has a higher true positive
rate and lower false positive rate than SVM, but it requires much more building time
(see Table6).

Fig. 9. True positive rate vs. dataset index
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Fig. 10. False positive rate vs. dataset index
Table 6. Building and Testing time among the four classifiers on the ten datasets
Classifier
S
Building
Time(Sec)

SC
SCS
RF
S

Testing
Time(Sec)

SC
SCS
RF

1
119
52
57
170
53
24
25
2

2
120
51
53
182
54
23
24
2

3
122
53
54
157
55
24
25
2

4
125
52
53
148
54
24
25
2

5
122
52
62
147
53
23
25
2

6
122
52
52
154
54
23
25
2

7
123
52
64
153
53
24
26
2

8
125
53
61
151
54
24
25
3

9
121
52
51
144
53
23
26
3

10
124
51
56
154
53
23
26
2

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Discussions
This survey provides a comprehensive overview of various algorithms of feature
selection. The feature selection of audit data has adopted three main methods;
wrapper, filter, and hybrid method. The hybrid approaches have been proposed to
improve both filter and wrapper method. However, in some recent applications of
feature selection, the dimensionality can be tens or hundreds of thousands. Such high
dimensionality causes two major problems for feature selection. One is the so called
“curse of dimensionality” [33]. As most existing feature selection algorithms have
quadratic or higher time complexity about N, it is difficult to scale up with high
dimensionality. Since algorithms in the filter model use evaluation criteria that are
less computationally expensive than those of the wrapper model, the filter model is
often preferred to the wrapper model in dealing with large dimensionality. Recently,
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algorithms of the hybrid model are considered to handle data sets with high
dimensionality. These algorithms focus on combining filter and wrapper algorithms to
achieve best possible performance with a particular learning algorithm with similar
time complexity of filter algorithms. Therefore, more efficient search strategies and
evaluation criteria are needed for feature selection with large dimensionality. An
efficient correlation-based filter algorithm is introduced in [34] to effectively handle
large-dimensional data with class information. Another difficulty faced by feature
selection with data of large dimensionality is the relative shortage of instances.
Feature selection is a dynamic field closely connected to data mining and other data
processing techniques. This paper attempts to survey this fast developing field, show
some effective algorithms in intrusion detection systems, and point out interesting
trends and challenges. It is hoped that further and speedy development of feature
selection can work with other related techniques to help building lightweight IDS
with high detection rates and low false positive rates.
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